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COALGEBRAIC SPECIFICATION OF NETWORK

INTRUSION SIGNATURES

JÁN PERHÁČ, AND DANIEL MIHÁLYI

Abstract. This paper deals with a formal description of the intrusion
detection system behavior using coalgebras and coalgebraic specification
of network intrusion signatures. We show how intrusion detection system’s
real network intrusion signatures can be specified by coalgebraic signatures
and we propose our approach related to modeling program system behavior
as coalgebra for polynomial endofunctor over category of the infinite stream
of packets.

1. Introduction

Category theory [1] appears to be a suitable mathematical structure des-
ignated for a formal description of infinite data structures, i.e. streams. In the
computer networks area, we define the packets passing in a particular network
segment as infinite stream. Our contemporary effort is related to explore how
network intrusion signatures can be described formally using coalgebraic sig-
natures. Here we differentiate two types of signatures: the first one is packet
signature that expresses packet attributes and packet behavior from the in-
trusion detection system (IDS) point of view. The second one is Snort’s (a
real implementation of lightweight network IDS) intrusion signatures related
to particular network anomalies that consist from anomaly structure and its
symptoms.

So far, there are several works using formal methods to achieve state dy-
namic IDS behavior description based on the Finite State Machine and (se-
curity) process algebra [2] or based on logic induction of inductive logical
programming paradigm [3]. Another approach is based on IDS software data
modeling presented through ”M2D2” example by Morin et al., [10].

In this contribution our approach is based on a formal description of state
oriented dynamics by coalgebra, where a coalgebra (as formalized real IDS) is
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a pair consisting of a set called state space and coalgebraic structural function.
This function represents the dynamics of a coalgebra. We define category of
infinite packet stream, polynomial endofunctor over it and we model a IDS’s
behavior during possible network intrusion as a coalgebra for an appropriate
polynomial endofunctor.

We see the benefits of this approach in the idea, that we construct formal
model for observing program system behavior stepwise. Based on that, we can
detect undesirable behavior and design verifiable model for the development
of program systems. Such a model will guarantee program system’s design
correctness before its implementation. For example, the software engineering
data modeling approach requires testing after any change in data model.

In our recent works [8],[13], [9], in the field of formal description of IDS
behavior, we have captured network attacks in our real laboratory environ-
ment and described them using resource oriented logical system’s behavioral
formulæ which tasks are logical inference over the states of dynamic program
system [14]. Here, we follow another structural point of view [12], where we
model IDS’s behavior through a coalgebra for polynomial endofunctor. In this
contribution, we extend our whole work by investigating relations between
coalgebraic (abstract) signatures and real network intrusion signatures.

2. Basic notions

In this section we introduce basic notions from the field of IDS, category
theory and coalgebras. According to Rozenblum [15], the IDS is a software
application or a hardware device which monitors computer system or its net-
work enviroment. The IDS’s main purpose is to protect computer network and
prevent intrusions. It monitors all network traffic and based on the known pat-
terns, it evaluates potential threats or network attacks. In our recent work
[13], we have used the open source network intrusion detection system [15],
called Snort.

Category theory was firstly founded in mathematics as a formalism for de-
scribing algebraic structures [1]. A category is a mathematical structure with
well defined properties. Nowdays [7], category theory is a universal abstract
frame used for description of various structures as mathematical, algebraic or
abstract data structures used in computer science. Coalgebras are based on
category theory in computer science [17] and can serve for modeling behavior
of programs and program systems.
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3. Modeling of the IDS behavior as a coalgebra for polynomial
endofunctor

The aim of our approach in the field of a formal description of the IDS
is modeling its behavior by coalgebra for polynomial endofunctor [6]. For
formulating this approach it is necessary to follow the these four steps:

A. Definition of a many-typed coalgebraic signature containing the packet
attributes and actions of the IDS based on possible intrusions.

B. Construction of the category of packets.
C. Specification of the polynomial endofunctor over constructed category.
D. Modeling of IDS as a coalgebra for polynomial endofunctor.

3.1. Many-typed coalgebraic signature. According to Mihályi & Novitzká
[7], many-typed coalgebraic signature is defined formally as an ordered pair:

(1) Σ = (T ,F),

where:

• T is a class of types names and
• F is a class of names of operations over types.

The fragment of many-typed coalgebraic signature containing structure of
IDS packet handling, packet structure and its characteristic behavior is de-
picted in the Fig. 1.

BEGIN Signature

Σpacket

Begin types
T = {actions, protocol, ipaddr, natip, nat}

end

Begin opns
F = {alert, log, pass, drop, reject :→ actions
arp, icmp, tcp :→ protocol
ttl :→ nat
home port :→ nat
exter net : natip× natip× natip× natip→ ipaddr
home net : natip× natip× natip× natip→ ipaddr
. . . }

end

END

Figure 1. Many-typed coalgebraic signature of packet structure
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The type actions represents how IDS evaluates caught packet and its oper-
ational specifications denote packet structure description. Please note that
the content of the signature fragment depicted in Fig. 1 is adjusted to the
example in the section 4.3. We present description of the abbreviations used
in the figures 1, 3, 4 in the following tables 1, 2.

Table 1. The signature type names description

Name Description
actions possible reactions of IDS on observed network activities
protocol network protocol
ipaddr IP address
natip domain for IP addresses from 0− 255
nat domain for natural number
flow snort keyword for the traffic flow
tcp flags TCP flag bits

Table 2. The signature operational specification description

Name Description
arp address resolution protocol
icmp Internet Control Message Protocol
tcp Transmission Control Protocol
home port number of the local service
ttl time to live of the packet
exter net external network IP address
home net local network IP address
redir host spoofed IP address
stateless parameter of the snort keyword flow
F, P, U, 12 parameters of the snort keyword tcp flags
icode ICMP code
itype ICMP type value

3.2. Category of packets. Barr and Wells in their work [1] define formally
the category C as a mathematical structure consisting of

• class of objects Co = {X,Y, Z...} and
• class of morphisms Cm = {f, g, h...}.
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The morphism f ∈ Cm between two objects X,Y ∈ Co is denoted as

f : X → Y (one can use a different notation: X
f→ Y ), where X is domain

and Y is codomain of the morphism f . Every object X ∈ Co has an identical
morphism idX : X → X. The morphisms between categories, e.g. F : C→ D
are called functors.

Every category C possesses the most important property that the mor-
phisms are composable: for every X,Y, Z ∈ Co and f, g ∈ Cm where f : X →
Y, g : Y → Z, there is a morphism g ◦ f : X → Z. The morphisms can be
composed only if codomain of f and domain of g are the same.

Now, we construct the category of packets Packets which is defined as
follows

• the objects are treated packets denoted as p1, p2, p3... and
• the morphisms n : pi → pi+1, where i ∈ N, are transitions between

packets.

The model of the category Packets is depicted in the Fig. 2 bellow:

p1
n
- p2

n
- p3

. . . �
n

p5
�
n

p4

n

?

Figure 2. Category Packets

Every object p possesses universal projecting property [7], defined as fol-
lows:

• f : p→ ttl;
• g : p→ protocol;
• h : p→ home net and
• i : p→ exter net.

3.3. Specification of the polynomial endofunctor over category of
packets. Formally, an endofunctor F [17] is a functor which has the same do-
main and codomain. Kock in his work [4] defines a polynomial endofunctor T
as an endofunctor which is constructed by the following polynomial operations

(2) TX ::= X | X × Y | X + Y | XY .
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In this step we specify the polynomial endofunctor over constructed cate-
gory Packets as

(3) T : Packets→ Packets,

that is defined for objects and morphisms of the category Packets as follows

(4) T (p) = X × p and T (n(p)) = X × n(p),

respectively, where X denotes observable values from the particular packet
stream [4], [5]. This could be observed by transitional coalgebraic structure

(5) 〈head, tail〉 : ρp → T (ρp),

where

• the operation head returns the first packet of packet stream and the
operation tail returns the rest of packets of the packet stream, and
they are defined as follows

– head : ρp → p;
– tail : ρp → ρp;

• ρp denotes a stream of packets, whereby it is a composition of mor-
phisms in the category Packets:

(6) p1
n→ p2

n→ p3
n→ . . .

Current observation of a packet p of a stream of packets dynamic p1, p2, p3...
can be expressed as follows

(7) head(ρp), head(tail(ρp)), head(tail(tail(ρp)))...

i.e.

(8) p1 = head(ρp), p2 = head(tail(ρp))...

3.4. Coalgebra as an IDS. Let us consider category C and a polynomial
endofunctor T over category C. Then according to Moss [11], coalgebra for a
polynomial endofunctor is defined formally as an ordered pair

(9) (X,ω),

where

• X called the state space of the objects of category C and
• ω is the coalgebraic structure [16] as morphisms of category C such

as: ω : X → TX.
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Now based on the introduced definition of polynomial endofunctor (3)
in the subsection (3.3), we coalgebraically model the IDS as a coalgebra for
polynomial endofunctor T , i.e. T -coalgebra for infinite packet stream ρp as
follows

(10) (ρp, 〈head, tail〉),
where ρp is state space and 〈head, tail〉 is pair of functions as structural func-
tion of the T -coalgebra.

4. Network intrusion signatures as coalgebraic signatures

Based on our previous work [12], we demonstrate our approach on two
types of intrusions:

• The NMAP network intrusion i.e. combined portscan using the net-
work mapper tool.
• The ARP Spoofing network attack i.e. network attack caused by arp-

spoof network tool that ”redirects packets from a target host on the
LAN intended for another host on the LAN by forging ARP replies”[18].

In this section, we present how the real network signatures can be coalge-
braically specified. Firstly we present the Snort’s signatures, then we abstract
important equations (conditions which have to be fulfilled for detection of the
intrusion), we depict them in the form of tables and then we coalgebraically
specify the signatures.

4.1. Signature of the NMAP network intrusion. The Snort signature for
Scan NMAP XMASS rule defined by Snort identification number 1228 is defined
as follows:

alert tcp EXTERNAL_NET any -> HOME_NET any

(msg:"SCAN nmap XMAS"; flow:stateless;

flags:FPU,12; reference:arachnids,30;

classtype:attempted-recon; sid:1228; rev:7;)

The corresponding equation table is depicted in Table 3.
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Table 3. Values for NMAP intrusion symptoms

exter net = any

home net = any

home port = 7

protocol = tcp

flow = stateless

tcp flags = F, P, U, 12

The corresponding coalgebraic signature is depicted in Figure 3.

BEGIN Signature

Σnmap

Begin types
T = {action, flow, ipaddr, nat, natip,
protocol, tcp flags}

end

Begin opns
F = {alert :→ action
tcp :→ protocol
F, P, U, 12 :→ tcp flags
home port :→ nat
stateless :→ flow
exter net : natip× natip× natip× natip→ ipaddr
home net : natip× natip× natip× natip→ ipaddr}

end

END

Figure 3. Many-typed coalgebraic signature of NMAP net-
work intrusion

4.2. Signature of the ARP Spoofing network attack. The Snort ARP

Spoofing signature for ICMP redirect host rule with Snort’s ID 472 is de-
fined as follows:

alert icmp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any

(msg:"ICMP redirect host"; icode:1; itype:5;

reference:arachnids,135; reference:cve,

1999-0265; classtype:bad-unknown; sid:472;
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rev:4;)

The corresponding equation table is depicted in Table 4.

Table 4. Values for ARP spoofing intrusion symptoms

exter net = any

home net = any

redir host = any

protocol = icmp

icode = 1

itype = 5

The corresponding coalgebraic signature is depicted in Figure 4.

BEGIN Signature

ΣaSpoof

Begin types
T = {action, flow, ipaddr, nat, natip,
protocol}

end

Begin opns
F = {alert :→ action
icmp :→ protocol
icode, itype :→ nat
stateless :→ flow
exter net : natip× natip× natip× natip→ ipaddr
home net : natip× natip× natip× natip→ ipaddr
redir host : natip× natip× natip× natip→ ipaddr}

end

END

Figure 4. Many-typed coalgebraic signature of ARP spoofing
network intrusion

4.3. Example of IDS behavior modeled as coalgebra for polynomial
endofunctor T . The coalgebra 10 observes the packet stream ρp and it checks
every packet for specified symptoms of the attack .̊ After that, it will responds
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by performing one of the actions defined in many-typed coalgebraic signature
Σp depicted in the Fig. 1, by performing specific operation.

In this model example, we consider only two types of intrusions A,B, where
A means NMAP network intrusion and B denotes ARP Spoofing network
attack.

The actual content of intrusions A,B and the symptoms are presented in
the tables (3), (4) respectively. The first column here shows operational speci-
fications of particular symptoms in order to coalgebraic signatures depicted in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The second one represents values which are characteristic
for a real network intrusion behavior based on Snort’s signature mentioned be-
low under the Snort’s ID numbers 1228 and 472 respectively. In this manner
we are able to model every known type of the attacks with this method.

Behavior of the IDS ”by steps” is expressed by the sequence:

(p1, p2, p3, p4, ...) 7→ (p1, (p2, p3, p4), ε 7→ pass) 7→
7→ (p1, p2, (p3, p4), A 7→ alert) 7→
7→ (p1, p2, p3, (p4), B 7→ alert) 7→
7→ ...

In this example we can observe the sample situation when the coalgebra
for polynomial endofunctor provides sequence of four packets in a network
stream. It does not detect a match with the symptoms from the tables (3) and
(4) in the packet p1, therefore it performs the operation ”pass” defined in the
signature depicted in the Fig.1 (we use the letter ε for denoting that coalgebra
has found no match with attack symptoms). In the packet p2 it recognizes the
network intrusion SCAN nmap XMAS and it performs the operation ”alert”. At
the packet p3 it captures the ICMP redirect host attack and it also performs
the operation ”alert”.
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6. Conclusion

Main goal of this paper was to demonstrate our coalgebraic approach of
formal description of program systems. We have showed how IDS’s behavior
can be formally described by coalgebra for a polynomial endofunctor and we
have modeled its behavior when it detects specific network intrusions. Here
we have worked only with few specific network intrusions, but it is possible to
model any known network intrusion with this approach. Based on that, we can
create an verifiable construction model of observable behavior, which allows
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as for example to remove undesirable behavior of program system. In this
contribution we have shown small but important part of our bigger proposition
of verifiable model for IDS design.

In the future, we would like to extend our approach and we would like
to do more specific formal description of program systems and programming
paradigms such as component based programming.
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